Castorama’s Timber Policy
Objectives

• Provide the tools to help deliver the Castorama/Kingfisher Timber Policy
Kingfisher Corporate Responsibility

Our Vision:

‘Our aims are to fully integrate sustainability into business thinking, and be the customer choice for sustainable home improvement products and services’
Why Kingfisher/ Castorama has a Timber Policy

- Recognising the fragile nature of the world's timber resources
- Identify & evaluate opportunities & risks associated with timber
- Securing a sustainable supply of timber products for our customers.
- Staying ahead of the market & legislation
What is Kingfisher’s & Castorama’s Policy?
Timber Buying Standard Scope

• Apply to all products sold in stores, made from, or containing timber, or paper.
• Applies also to Goods Not For Resale (GNFR), paper, packaging and equipment.

• Timber and joinery, flooring
• Bathrooms, kitchens and furniture
• Shelving and storage, lighting

• Tools, wallcoverings
• Hardware, housewares
• Barbecue charcoal and firewood
• Garden Furniture
Independent Certification Schemes

Preferred - Sustainable Forestry Schemes

Schemes in progress

Other 3rd party certification schemes
Certified, Well-managed:

- FSC
- PEFC (non-tropical)
- WWF FTN.
- Tropical Forest Trust
- Rainforest Alliance
- PEFC Endorsed: CSA, AFS, Cerflor, Certfor, EFCS, SFI, FFCS
- PEFC (with tropical)

Mandatory Minimum Requirements:

--- No Evidence ---

- Visibility of Origin + Legality.
- PEFC / FSC with incomplete CoC.

Increasing Risk:

- PEFC / FSC with incomplete CoC.
7 Sustainability Goals

Our Products and Services
Enable sustainability in all our product and service categories.

Our Stores and Operations
Ensure our stores and operations are efficient and sustainable.

Our Customers
Make it easy for our customers to create their homes in a sustainable way.

Our People
Engage employees to be champions of sustainability across our business.

Our Community
Be a good neighbour in all the communities we serve.

Our Suppliers and Partners
Work with our suppliers, governments and other stakeholders to make sustainability easy and to find solutions to common sustainability problems.

Our Economic Growth
Use our sustainability strategy to create value for the benefit of our business and shareholders.